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Abstract

We investigated the molecular phylogenetic divergence and historical biogeography of the

gall-inducing micromoth Eucecidoses minutanus Brèthes (Cecidosidae) in the Neotropical

region, which inhabits a wide range and has a particular life history associated with Schinus

L. (Anacardiaceae). We characterize patterns of genetic variation based on 2.7 kb of mito-

chondrial DNA sequences in populations from the Parana Forest, Araucaria Forest, Pam-

pean, Chacoan and Monte provinces. We found that the distribution pattern coincides with

the Peripampasic orogenic arc, with most populations occurring in the mountainous areas

located east of the Andes and on the Atlantic coast. The phylogeny revealed a marked

geographically structured differentiation, which highlights a first split into two major clades:

western (Monte and Chacoan) and eastern (Pampean and coastal forests). Together with

AMOVA and network analysis, phylogeny revealed the existence of six well-defined line-

ages, which are isolated by distance. The TMRCA for Eucecidoses was estimated at ca. 65

Mya, and the divergence among major clades occurred by the Plio-Pleistocene ca. 20–25

Mya, with the extant six lineages emerging about 0.9 to 5.7 Mya (later than the rise of Schi-

nus). These results are associated with a diversification pattern of either a late burst of spe-

ciation or early extinction. Population range expansion for some lineages concurring with

major climatic changes that occurred during the wet–dry events of the Pleistocene in the

region was recovered in both neutrality tests and past dynamics through time analysis. A

possible biogeographic scenario reconstructed suggests that Eucecidoses likely emerged

from a central meta-population in the south and later dispersed (ca. 38 Mya) using western

and eastern as two major routes. Thus, a combination of dispersal and vicariance events

that occurred in the ancestral populations might have shaped the current distribution of
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extant lineages. Speciation driven by host plant shift is potentially involved in the evolution-

ary history of Eucecidoses.

Introduction

The Neotropical region is well known for its biodiversity, biome heterogeneity, geological his-

tory and the complex pattern of species distribution [1, 2]. Biogeographic hypotheses regard-

ing the distribution of species in this highly diverse region are mostly associated with climatic

and geological disturbances (e.g. tectonic events, variation in sea level and temperature) in

association with periods of geographic isolation and fusion [3, 4, 5]. However, there are some

conflicts regarding the historical and ecological processes responsible for the observed diver-

sity [6]. Phylogeographic patterns responsible for shaping species diversity in South America

are highly complex, forming a mosaic, and are largely unknown. Furthermore, studies have

been conducted for specific areas only, as for example the Amazon, Atlantic forest, Pampas

and Patagonia; little attention has been given to comparing them regarding the existence of a

common faunal history (for a review, see [5]).

Although recognized as an area of ’biotic hybridization’ between Neotropical and Andean

regions, the South American transition zone (sensu Morrone, [7]) has been little explored in

this regard, particularly in relation to the Argentinian mountainous systems located on the

east side of the Andes (in the Prepuna and Monte provinces). These areas and the mountain-

ous ones located in the Atlantic coast of Brazil (Parana dominion) apparently share extant line-

ages for a number of endemic species, a pattern supposedly determined by Tertiary tectonics

[8–10]. Furthermore, it has been proposed recently that these mountainous areas were histori-

cally connected in the southernmost portion of the Pampean province from a faunistic per-

spective, thus forming a U-shaped distribution pattern for species involved in association with

the existence of the Peripampasic orogenic arc (for a review, see [11]). However, in testing for

the influence of this arc on diversity and species distributions no study has included diver-

gence dates of the lineages involved (e.g. [11, 12, 13]). Furthermore, the influence of orogenic

events on fauna diversity in those regions has not been tested for insects yet, and remains

unexplored from a phylogeographic perspective at the specific level for any taxon. Here all

these aspects are considered jointly to explore the existence of the orogenic arc and corre-

sponding influence, if any, on the diversity of a gall-inducing micromoth Eucecidoses minuta-
nus Brèthes (Cecidosidae), associated with Schinus polygamus (Cavanilles) Cabrera

(Anacardiaceae).

The Cecidosidae is an ancient group of monotrysian Heteroneura micromoths [14, 15]. It

is currently composed of seven genera (Cecidoses Curtis, Scyrotis Meyrick, Dicranoses Kieffer

& Jörgensen, Eucecidoses Brèthes, Oliera Brèthes; Xanadoses Hoare & Dugdale, and Cecidonius
Moreira & Gonçalves) and 19 species [14, 16, 17]. Despite hiding a putative species diversity

that is yet to be discovered, cecidosids are very interesting from a geographical and ecological

perspectives: 1) they have Gondwanic distribution ranges, thus limited to Southern Hemi-

sphere (Scyrotys in Southern Africa, Xanadoses in New Zealand and the remaining genera in

southern South America); 2) two highly specialized feeding habits are found (bark-mining in

Xanadoses and gall-inducing in the other genera); and 3) particularly the gall inducers are inti-

mately associated with their Anacardiaceae host plants (Schinus Linnaeus and Searsia F.A.

Barkley, in South America and Africa, respectively). In addition, most of the South American

species 4) inhabit several biogeographic provinces, 5) have localized populations determined
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by a patchy distribution of their hostplants, and 6) adults are short lived and supposedly do

not disperse much. These characteristics make them ideal candidates for testing hypotheses

related to the role of historical biogeography in lineage diversification.

Eucecidoses in particular is ideal to be explored within such a phylogeographic scenario

since it includes only one species (E. minutanus; Fig 1B–1F), uses only one highly polymorphic

species as hostplant (S. polygamus; Fig 1A) and has a wide geographic distribution. It ranges

from east to west through most of southern South America with scattered populations located

in the South American Transition Zone, Chaco and Parana dominions that include five prov-

inces (sensu Morrone [18]), thus intraspecific divergence is expected in this case. In addition

to the major tectonic events mentioned above, putative vicariant processes driven by past cli-

mate oscillations during glacial and interglacial periods might have influenced the genetic

diversity in E. minutanus, as predicted by the climate refuge hypothesis for Neotropical species

(e.g. [19–21]). Additionally, the particular life history of these gall-inducing micromoths in

association with localized host plant distributions might limit dispersal among populations

and lead to differences even in the absence of physical barriers.

In this case study, we take a phylogeographic approach to understand better the evolution-

ary history of Eucecidoses in the Neotropical region. We began by mapping the historical geo-

graphic distribution of this cecidosid moth in association with that of its host plant, using

material preserved in herbaria. Then we sampled specimens of extant populations of E. minu-
tanus from most of its distribution range, which were used for DNA sequencing of mitochon-

drial loci. We address two main questions specifically: (1) how strong is the genetic structure

in this species across distinct biogeographic provinces and (2) what is the temporal depth of

the mtDNA genealogy. In addition to these questions, phylogenetic and phylogeographic data

together with estimates of divergence times were used to develop hypotheses for the historical

Fig 1. Natural history of Eucecidoses minutanus on Schinus polygamus plants from populations of the Chacoan domain, Pampean province, Brazil

(Ch1_3; See Table 1). A, Isolated host plant on hilltop; B, mature galls on host plant branch (arrows point to developing opercula); C, empty, senescent galls

(arrows indicate open opercula); D, last instar larva; E, pupa; F, pinned, dried adult (female, LMCI 175–34). Scale bars = 5, 5, 1, 2, 2 mm, respectively.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201251.g001
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processes that have shaped lineage diversity in E. minutanus. Our results may be reconciled

with two scenarios to explain current patterns found in Eucecidoses: (i) individuals from a cen-

trally distributed population dispersed to colonize new areas, or (ii) a highly connected popula-

tion lost connectivity with its peripheral populations and thus strengthened its genetic

structure. We also estimated the areas of ancestral distribution and the events of diversification

among the lineages of E. minutanus using the Bayesian Binary Method (BBM) and Statistical

Dispersal–Vicariance analysis (S-DIVA). Findings are discussed in a broader context, thus

being informative about Neotropical diversification in general.

Material and methods

Study area and sampling

Prior to the beginning of this study, E. minutanus was known to exist in four populations (Fig

2A) located within the Buenos Aires (type locality) and Mendoza provinces, Argentina [22–

24], and in Paraná state, Brazil [25]. These records came from either reared adults or collected

galls associated with Schinus polygamous (Cavanilles) Cabrera (Anacardiaceae) sensu lato, as

discussed below. These biogeographic dominions were visited from 2011 to 2014; populations

of S. polygamus were progressively located and searched for the presence of E. minutanus galls.

Mature galls (lignified and operculate; Fig 1B) were collected from 21 sites across three biogeo-

graphic dominions of South America (sensu Morrone [18]); the Parana (Pr), Chacoan (Ch)

and South American Transition Zone (Sa).

These sites include eight populations covering most of the range of Eucecidoses, corre-

sponding to biogeographic provinces of Parana forest (Pr1_2), Araucaria Forest (Pr3_11),

Fig 2. Geographic distribution of Schinus polygamus (green dots) and Eucecidoses minutanus (red) in South America (A), and populations sampled in

this study (B), according to dominions proposed by Morrone [18]. The distribution of E. minutanus is circumscribed by solid and dashed blue lines on the

left map; the latter type of line represents a hypothetical section. The only four records known for E. minutanus prior to this study are indicated by black arrows.

See Table 1 and S1 Appendix for complete description of localities. Areas in shades of red, green, yellow and blue on the right map represent South Brazilian

(Sb), Parana (Pr), Chacoan (Ch) and South American transition zone (Sa) dominions, respectively. Numbers represent corresponding provinces: 38, Rondonia;

39, Yungas; 42, Cerrado; 43, Chacoan; 44, Pampean; 45, Atlantic; 46, Parana Forest; 47, Araucaria forest; 50, Puna; 51, Atacaman; 52, Prepuna; 53, Monte.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201251.g002
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Pampean (Ch1_5), Chacoan (Ch6), and Monte (Sa1_4) (Table 1, Fig 2B). Distinct localities (up

to 4, at least 50 km apart) were chosen to replicate site sampling (Table 1). Immature stages

(either last instar larva or pupa) dissected from galls (eight/locality) were kept frozen at -20 oC

for later DNA extraction.

Field collections in Brazil were made under IBAMA/ICMBio license number 2024629,

granted to G. R. P. Moreira. Specific authorization for each locality was not required since we

collected galls on plants located either on road borders or private farms, with the permission of

owners. None of these plants was located within or nearby protected areas, and samples did

not involve endangered or protected species. Permission for field study in Argentina was

approved by the Dirección de recursos naturales renovables, Mendoza (Res. 196/13 and 1109/

17) and Dirección de flora y fauna silvestre y suelos, Tucumán (Res. 189/14). In Buenos Aires

we collected in private lands (owners gave permission to conduct the study on sites). Field

studies in Argentina did not involve any endangered or protected species. Adults were reared

under room temperature in the laboratory from additional field-collected mature galls that

were maintained in small plastic vials. Rearing followed the recommendations of the Animal

Care and Use Committee (CEUA) of the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS).

After emergence they were pinned and dried, and assigned to Eucecidoses based on compara-

tive analysis using wing venation and genitalia [22, 25]. Adult cecidosids are rarely represented

in insect collections, which would preclude using only them in any robust biogeographic anal-

ysis. However, our preliminary observations indicated this is not the case regarding their galls

existing in plant herbaria (S1 Fig). Only two cecidosid species (Cecidoses eremita Curtis and E.

minutanus) induce external, spherical galls on Schinus branches [14, 22, 23]. Although similar

in shape, these galls can be distinguished by their general size, wall thickness and operculum

shape. Those of C. eremita are larger and have a thicker wall; they have double the diameter and

thickness of those of E. minutanus ([22]; for precise dimensions, see Loetti et al., [24]). The

operculum in C. eremita looks like a stopper that was described by Curtis [26] as ". . .having the
diameter of the inside less than that of the external surface, which forms a broader rim". This char-

acteristic allows prompt separation of these galls independently of their general size, since by

contrast the operculum of E. minutanus looks like a thin, flat cover (S1 Fig).

These aspects allowed us to search for additional geographic records (and extant popula-

tions) of E. minutanus by examining the dried material of S. polygamus preserved in the main

herbaria existing in the region (complete list is presented in S1 Appendix).

The presence of one or more E. minutanus galls in a given S. polygamous exsiccate was used

as evidence of its presence in that locality. Conversely, the absence of such galls in exsiccates

would not necessarily demonstrate its historical absence in corresponding populations, since

its presence there depends on other uncontrolled factors such as the collector and curator (i.e.

their own decision about whether or not to collect and include this kind of plant material

(galls) in collections). We assumed that this effect would be randomly distributed in this case,

and that it should be diluted by increasing the number of herbaria visited. Thus, the method

we adopted here may have underestimated the frequency and boundaries of the geographic

distribution of E. minutanus, but it should still be valid to infer its pattern compared to that of

the host plant. In South American herbaria, C. eremita and E. minutanus galls are found on

dried-preserved material belonging to Schinus Linnaeus, subgenus Duvaua (Kunth) F. A.

Barkley, section Euduvaua F. A. Barkey, which includes ca.15 species having single leaves and

spine branches [27]. The taxonomy of species of Schinus is confused, however; species identifi-

cation is difficult—the genus is under review (C.L.S. Luz, USP, pers. com.). For some authors

(e.g. [28–30]), spatial variation in corresponding populations results from phenotypic plastic-

ity, and thus they should all be treated in this section as a single species, S. polygamus. How-

ever, for others (e.g. Barkley, [31]), only those populations located west of the Andes should be
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Table 1. Characterization of Eucecidoses specimens used in this study. Province, biogeographic province; Dominion, biogeographic dominion (both assigned according

to Morrone [18]).

Dominion Province Pop. Site Location Lat (S); Long (W) Vouchers Clade

Parana

Parana Forest Pr1_2 1 BR: São Paulo, Campos do Jordão 22˚ 440 34@; 45˚ 350

47@

LMCI 270-3A, B, C, D Lineage

3

2 BR: São Paulo, São Bento do Sapucaı́ 22˚ 240 41@; 45˚ 260

07@

LMCI 271-8A, B, C, D Lineage

3

Araucaria

Forest

Pr3_5 1 BR: Paraná, Almirante Tamandaré 25˚ 190 09@; 49˚ 180

15@

LMCI 213-2A, B, C, D Lineage

2

2 BR: Paraná, Curitiba 25˚ 250 43@; 49˚ 160

01@

LMCI 14-51A, B, C, D Lineage

2

3 BR: Paraná, Campo Largo 25˚ 270 34@; 49˚ 310

38@

LMCI 214-2A, B, C, D Lineage

2

Pr6_8 1 BR: Santa Catarina, São Cristóvão do

Sul

27˚ 160 01@; 50˚ 260

21@

LMCI 201-19A, B, C, D Lineage

4

2 BR: Santa Catarina, Curitibanos 27˚ 160 58@; 50˚ 340

51@

LMCI 205-37A, B, C, D Lineage

4

3 BR: Santa Catarina, São Joaquim 28˚ 170 33@; 49˚ 560

16@

LMCI 204-12A, B, C, D Lineage

4

Pr9_11 1 BR: Rio Grande do Sul, Vacaria 28˚ 300 50@; 50˚ 560

02@

LMCI 206-8A, B, C, D Lineage

4

2 BR: Rio Grande do Sul, Campestre da

Serra

28˚ 470 34@; 51˚ 050

40@

LMCI 207-4 to 207-6 Lineage

4

3 BR: Rio Grande do Sul, S. F. Paula 29˚ 260 45@; 50˚ 340

50@

LMCI 165-2 to 165-5 Lineage

4

Chacoan

Pampean Ch1_3 1 BR: Rio Grande do Sul, Canguçu 31˚ 230 47@; 52˚ 400

43@

LMCI 175-3A, B, C, D Lineage

1

2 BR: Rio Grande do Sul, Bagé A 31˚ 190 41@; 54˚ 020

01@

LMCI 268-6 Lineage

1

3 BR: Rio Grande do Sul, Bagé B 31˚ 190 47@; 54˚ 060

00@

LMCI 269-5 Lineage

1

Ch4_5 1 AR: Buenos Aires, Zarate 34˚ 500 42@; 59˚ 010

26@

LMCI 240-36 to 240-39 Lineage

1

2 AR: Buenos Aires, Brandsen 35˚ 100 30@; 58˚ 140

11@

LMCI 240-22,240-24,240-25 Lineage

1

Chacoan Ch6 1 AR: Tucuman 26˚ 430 57@; 65˚ 160

01@

LMCI 298-6A, B, C, D Lineage

5

South America transition

zone

Monte Sa1_4 1 AR: Mendoza, Manzano Historico 33˚ 350 52@; 69˚ 220

56@

LMCI 240-1,240-3,240-

5,240-6

Lineage

6

2 AR: Mendoza, Cuesta Cerillos 33˚ 700 20@; 68˚ 550

01@

LMCI 197-3,197-4,197-

7,197-8

Lineage

6

3 AR: Mendoza, Lujan de Cuyo 33˚ 200 02@; 68˚ 520

56@

LMCI 163-21A, B, C, D Lineage

6

4 AR: Mendoza, Las Heras 32˚ 510 02@; 68˚ 500

25@

LMCI 240-14,240-17 to 240-

19

Lineage

6

Pop, general code used to identify a given population site within a biogeographic dominion.

Site, replicate (= identification number within a given population).

Location, Country, State, Municipality/political Province where samples were collected (BR = Brazil, AR = Argentina)

Coordinates, geographic coordinates (degrees, minutes, seconds—DMSo)

Vouchers, individuals collected and deposited in the LMCI = Laboratório de Morfologia e Comportamento de Insetos (UFRGS), Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil. Clade, Lineage

groups defined in the phylogenetic analysis.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201251.t001
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considered as belonging to S. polygamus. The remainder would be split into closely related spe-

cies that are differentiated from each other by details of leaf anatomy and reproductive struc-

tures. The latter include S. fasciculatus (Griseb.) I.M. Johnst., S. longifolius (Lindl.) Speg. and S.

johnstoniiin Argentina [27, 31], and S. engleri Barkley in the mountainous areas of southern

Brazil [32], all presumably used as host plant by Eucecidoses. This aspect precluded us from

approaching the role of the host plant in speciation, if any, at a small geographical scale. To

overcome this taxonomic limitation and make analysis from a broad geographic perspective

feasible, we treated all as S. polygamus (sensu lato), taking into account as synonyms species

listed by Cabrera [28] and Fleig [29, 30] (see S1 Appendix).

Laboratory procedures

Total genomic DNA was extracted from tissue samples (larvae, pupae and/or adults) using the

PureLink Genomic DNA Kit (Life Technologies). About 2.7 kb of mitochondrial loci were

amplified via polymerase chain reaction (PCR), including the cytochrome oxidase subunit I

(CoI), tRNALeu, cytochrome oxidase subunit II (CoII) and rRNA16S [33, 34]. PCR was per-

formed using 10 ng genomic DNA, 10 pmol each primer, 1 U Taq polymerase (Life Technolo-

gies, California, USA) and 1.5 mM MgCl2 in a volume of 20 uL using a ABI thermal cycler

(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, California, USA). The cycling parameters of the PCR, primer

sequence and amplified length of each locus are described in S1 Table. PCR products were

purified using the enzymatic method of Exonuclease and Alkaline Phosphatase IT (Thermo-

Fisher Scientific, USA). The sequencing products were separated in an ABI 3730xl DNA ana-

lyzer (Applied Biosystems, California, USA). Sequences and raw sequence chromatograms

were visualized, edited and aligned using CodonCodeAligner v5.1.5 (Centerville, MA, USA).

All sequences generated in this study are available in the GenBank database, accession num-

bers: MH667739—MH667811 (CoI, tRNA-Leu, CoI) and MH667669—MH667738 (rRNA16S)

(S2 Table).

Phylogenetic analysis and divergence times

Maximum likelihood (ML) and Bayesian approaches were used for phylogenetic inference on

the mtDNA-concatenated dataset. The appropriate substitution model and optimal partition-

ing were determined using PartitionFinder v1.1 [35]. The GTR + Gamma model proved most

suitable according to the Bayesian information criterion for all markers individually as well as

the combined dataset. We first reconstructed ML trees using the PhyML plugin in Geneious

v.11.0.4 [36] for each genetic marker individually and assessed them for contamination issues

or conflicting signals, and then we repeated that approach for the combined markers. There

was no incongruence between the phylogenetic signals of different datasets. In all subsequent

analyses, the dataset was analyzed following the partitioning from PartitionFinder: four parti-

tions mostly following the division of gene fragments, as well as the second and third codon

positions of CoI. Searches were based on 100 bootstrap replicates, followed by a thorough ML

search. Clades with bootstrap values > 70% were considered as strongly supported, following

Hillis and Bull [37]. Bayesian inference was performed in the BEAST v2.4.3 software [38].

Three independent Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) runs were performed, each with

four streams per 50 million steps of the MCMC, sampled every 5,000 generations and discard-

ing 5 million burn-in (about 10% of trees discarded), starting the initial trees randomly, with-

out restriction. We assessed chain convergence by comparing the results of independent runs,

and considered MCMC sampling sufficient when ESS reached > 200 for all parameters. Con-

vergence and the effective sample size of all MCMC runs were checked in Tracer 1.6 (http://

tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/tracer/). The software DensiTree [39] was used to draw the 8,000
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tree set transparently. This allows one to evaluate properties of the tree such as well-supported

clades and topological uncertainty. The tree set was processed in TreeAnnotator v1.8 (supplied

with the BEAST package); a consensus tree was obtained, displayed and edited with FigTree

v1.4 (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/). The time of the most recent common ancestor

(TMRCA) for relevant nodes and major mitochondrial clades was reported as the mean value

of node height with 95% highest posterior density interval (HPD). Support of nodes was pro-

vided by clade posterior probabilities (BPP) directly estimated from the consensus topology.

Those nodes with BPP> 0.95 were considered strong according to Erixon et al., [40]. The ceci-

dosid species Oliera argentinana and Cecidoses eremita were incorporated in the analysis based

on the sister relationship proposed by Moreira et al. [23]. The tree was rooted with representa-

tive species of Adeloidea: Prodoxus quinquepunctellus (Prodoxidae) and Incurvaria masculella
(Incurvariidae) [15, 41, 42]. Divergence times were estimated in BEAST 2. For a speciation

tree prior we ran the Birth-Death Process, Yule Pure Birth, Coalescent Constant Size and Coa-

lescent Exponential Population under a comparative framework; all retrieved the same tree

topology and highly similar parameters (Table 2). Plots of parameters for stationarity and for

effective sample (ESS) appeared stable and with high values (>200) in all cases. We repeated

the analyses to ensure that topologies were consistent between independent MCMC chains.

Since the birth-death tree has successfully been used in modeling speciation and extinction—it

is used as a prior distribution when inferring phylogenies using Bayesian methods [38], and

this was the lowest likelihood modelled with our dataset, we chose it as the prior. We tested

whether our data followed a strict or a relaxed molecular clock; then we examined the coeffi-

cient of variation of the branch rates using the lognormal relaxed molecular clock model. The

coefficient of variation was 1.78 (HPD 1.47–2.02), suggesting departure from a strict molecular

clock (a condition in which the coefficient of variation equals zero). Therefore, divergence

times were estimated allowing branch lengths to vary under a lognormal relaxed clock [43],

following a normal distribution centered on the fossil age, reflecting the bi directionality of

uncertainty inherent in such calibrations [44]. We applied a calibration to set the prior on 120

±10 Myr [45] for the crown clade of the Adeloidea (Cecidosidae (Prodoxidae, Incurvariidae)),

using a fossil from the Early Cretaceous [46] assigned to Incurvariidae. Evolutionary relation-

ships among families within Adeloidea are not fully resolved [42].

Genetic and geographic structure

Standard diversity indices (number of different haplotypes, haplotype and nucleotide diver-

sity) were estimated in the program Arlequin v3.5 [47]. This program was also used to assess

the level of genetic structure (i.e., gene flow) among subpopulations using φST, which is analo-

gous to Wright’s F-statistics but takes into account the genetic distance among haplotypes

[47]. The influence of biogeographic scenarios (i.e. major geographic distances [western vs.
eastern groups], dominions and provinces) in the allocation of intraspecific variation was

investigated through the analysis of hierarchical levels of molecular variance (AMOVA;

Table 2. Speciation tree priors run in Beast 2. Eucecidoses dataset comprised by 2,720bp (CoI = 1560 bp, CoII = 688 bp, and rRNA = 470 bp) of mitochondrial DNA

sequences.

Model LnL TreeHeight Kappa Rate

Mean Variance

Birth-Death -7215.164 118.936 3.090 1.092E-3 1.447E-7

Calibrated Yule -7228.528 119.907 3.092 1.539E-3 1.975E-7

Coalescence Constant population -7230.097 119.961 3.091 1.128E-3 1.642E-7

Coalescence Exponential population -7230.223 119.896 3.095 1.111E-3 1.898E-7

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201251.t002
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Excoffier et al. [48]) also in the program Arlequinv3.5. Pairwise genetic distance among line-

ages was estimated based on Kimura 2-parameter (K2P) model [49], with 1000 bootstrap of

replication, and are presented in percentage.

We constructed an intraspecific genealogy using the concatenated dataset to represent evo-

lutionary relatedness among individuals. A median-joining method [50] was implemented

using the software Network 6 (http://www.fluxus-engineering.com/) to test the influence of

isolation by distance (IBD) on the genetic structure of E. minutanus. The relationship between

genetic and linear geographic distances of populations was evaluated using Mantel tests [51].

The significance of IBD values was assessed by the Mantel procedure (1,000 randomizations)

using Arlequinv3.5.

Since historical demography might also have had an essential role in generating the vari-

ability found in E. minutanus, we performed a population expansion for each lineage. Devia-

tions from the null hypothesis of constant population size were tested using Tajima’s D and

Fu’s Fs neutrality tests [52] in the program Arlequin v3.5. Model fit to the data was tested

using the sum of squared deviations (SSD) and the raggedness index (Hri) [53] with 1000 boot-

strap replicates. We also performed a Bayesian Skyline plot (BSP) analysis, which does not

assume an a priori growth model and infers effective population size through time based on

coalescent theory [43]. The BSP was estimated in the program BEAST 1.8.4, run for 50 million

iterations and sampled every 5000 steps, assuming the relaxed clock model and a normal dis-

tribution for the substitution rate, with a mean of 1.12% Myr-1 (Table 2) and a standard devia-

tion of 0.13% Myr-1 to allow for some uncertainty in the evolutionary rate. The first 10% of the

iterations were discarded to allow for burn-in. To assess the robustness of parameter estimates,

two independent chains were run with identical settings. Log-files were analyzed in Tracer 1.5

(http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/tracer/) [52], and effective sample sizes were used to evaluate

MCMC convergence within chains.

Ancestral reconstruction and diversification

We reconstruct the ancestral areas and estimate diversification patterns within the genus Euce-
cidoses. Historical biogeographic processes likely shaped the current distribution of lineages

and we used this approach to infer current patterns and to test whether extant populations

derived from an ancestral species that colonizes novel areas (dispersal), or diverged from

ancient geographical barriers (vicariance). We thus used two approaches for ancestral charac-

ter reconstructions: Statistical Dispersal-Vicariance Analysis (S-DIVA) v 2.0 [54, 55] and the

Bayesian Binary MCMC method (BBM) [56] as implemented in RASP v.3.0 [57]. The RASP

(Reconstruct Ancestral State in Phylogenies) is a tool to reconstruct evolutionary histories

using Bayesian phylogenetic inference, which reveals the probability of each possible range of

an ancestral area to each node based on previously indicated biogeographic areas. This method

consists of using all generated trees from the MCMC output and calculates the average fre-

quency of an ancestral range at a node in ancestral reconstructions. The BBM method was per-

formed using 500,000 generations with 10 chains, sampling every 100 generations; the first 500

trees were eliminated (burn-in). Fixed JC (Jukes-Cantor) were used. We defined five areas to

assess the historical biogeography of the Eucecidoses: (A) Parana Forest, (B) Araucaria Forest,

(C) Pampean, (D) Chacoan and (E) Monte, based on the classification of provinces proposed

by Morrone [18].

The chronogram obtained by BEAST analysis was used to construct semi-logarithmic line-

ages through time (LTT) plots in TRACER version 1.5. To examine confidence in the esti-

mated dating, confidence intervals (95%) were estimated using 2000 trees from the pool of

converged Bayesian trees in the BEAST analysis. To test for significant departures from the
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constant speciation rate model we used the γ-statistic [58]. The gamma statistic of Pybus and

Harvey [58] relates to the distributions of internode distances through time, and under the

pure birth model follows a standard normal distribution with a mean of zero.

Results

Phylogenetic analysis

The total dataset comprised 2,720bp (CoI = 1560 bp, CoII = 688 bp, and rRNA = 470 bp). The

alignment was straightforward for protein-coding genes, as no internal stop codons were

detected. Bayesian and ML analyses revealed the same topology with six strongly supported

clades (hereafter defined as lineages 1 to 6) with marked phylogeographic structure. Since we

also estimated divergence time, we selected the Bayesian tree as the basis for discussions (Figs

3 and 4). Lineage 1 is composed of populations Ch1_3 + Ch1_5 from the Pampean province,

which covers the type locality and therefore the original description of E. minutanus. Novel

monophyletic groups found within Eucecidoses are represented by lineages 2 to 6 (Figs 3 and

4). The South American Transition Zone presented only one (lineage 6), while the Chacoan

and Paraná dominions showed two (lineages 1 and 5) and three lineages (lineages 2, 3 and 4),

respectively. We found highly divergent lineages in the Pampean (1 [Ch1_5]) and Chacoan

provinces (5 [Ch6]), both within the Chacoan dominion (Table 3). Similarly, within the Paraná

dominion (Araucaria and Paraná Forest) we found lineages 2 [Pr3_5], 3 [Pr6_8 + Pr9_11] and 4

[Pr1_2], with different levels of divergence. The K2P genetic distance between these six lineages

ranged from 2% to 11% (Table 2). Within each lineage variability varied from 0.1% to 1%.

Estimation of divergence times, biogeography and diversification analyses

The mtDNA substitution rate observed in Eucecidoses was slow, ca. 1% per Myr (Table 2).

Divergence time estimate indicated that the TMRCA of Eucecidoses split back in the Paleocene,

ca. 65 Mya (95% HPD: 37.94–89.32) (Fig 3). The initial diversification event occurred ca. 38

Mya (95% HPD: 23.70–53.73) giving rise to two major clades. The first one diversified ca. 25

Mya (95% HPD: 10.95–39.47) and is formed by lineages 5 and 6 in the Chacoan (Ch6) and

Monte (Sa1_4) provinces, respectively; the second major clade split around 20.5 Mya (95%

HPD: 12.69–29.26), and originated lineages 1 to 4 in the Parana and Araucaria forests and

Pampean provinces (Fig 3). The clade that includes groups from the forest provinces (lineages

2, 3 and 4) emerged around 17 Mya (95% HPD: 10.10–24.47). Although most of these clades

emerged in the Paleogene Period, the date estimated for each of six particular lineages is quite

recent as the Late Pliocene, including the Quaternary period (<3 Mya) (Table 4; Fig 4).

The oldest lineage is 6 from the Monte region near the Andes Mountains, and the youngest

ones are found in the forest provinces (lineages 2, 3 and 4), except lineage 5 from the Chacoan.

A marked geographic structure was evident within the Paraná domain. Lineage 2 was diver-

gent from the others within the same province in ca. 4%). Results from the BBM analysis sug-

gest a complex biogeographical history in which both dispersal and vicariance have been

important in shaping the current distribution pattern in Eucecidoses (Fig 5).

Lineages 5 and 6 indicated by the phylogeny are derived from the DE area (Chacoan

+ Monte). Thus a vicariance event is evident at this node, resulting in the present Chacoan (D)

and Monte (E) populations. For lineages 1 to 4 the BC area is suggested (Araucaria Forest

+ Pampean) as a likely origin of these groups. From this node, events of vicariance and dis-

persal are suggested. Accordingly, lineage 1 (Pampean province [C]) might have diverged

from the others through a vicariance event. Other lineages (2 to 4) shared area B (Araucaria

forest) as ancestral, thus from a dispersal event lineages probably dispersed and occupied new

areas through provinces (B) [Araucaria forest] and AB [Parana and Araucaria forest]. Later,
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there was likely a vicariance of lineages 3 and 4, between A (Parana forest) and B (Araucaria

forest) areas.

Node 161 in Fig 5 represents all Eucecidoses lineages, suggesting that the ancestor originated

in area C (Pampean), with a marginal probability of 100%. Similarly, as in the S-DIVA analysis,

dispersal events associated with vicariance are evident in the common ancestor node of

Fig 3. Evolutionary relationships within Eucecidoses minutanus. Phylogenetic tree under the relaxed uncorrelated lognormal clock Bayesian analysis

reconstructed based on 2.7 Kb of mitochondrial sequences using birth-death tree prior. Capital letters at nodes (A-F) indicate major clades referred to in

Table 4. Populations are indicated by the colored terminals (See Table 1 for further description). Colored squares represent the six lineages inferred; those

that encompass more than one population are indicated by a gradient of colors. Posterior probabilities are indicated by the colored branches and the

legend inside the figure. Mean time to the most recent common ancestor is indicated in the middle of the branches, and 95% credibility intervals (95%

HPD) are represented by solid blue bars, in millions of years (Mya). The ruler at the bottom represents the rate of substitution per site. A median-joining

network of haplotypes found in all populations in presented on left top. Corresponding bars along branches represent mutational steps. Circle size is

proportional to haplotype frequency. Small red circles represent median vectors.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201251.g003
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Eucecidoses. However, node 160 is ambiguous, and ancestral reconstruction for lineages 5 and

6 could not be determined. There are three possibilities: D (marginal probability of 42.22%), E

(25.56%) and C (21.29%). Dispersal events associated with vicariance are also suggested by this

node. The ancestral reconstruction at node 142 that represents members of lineages 1 to 4 pos-

tulates that the ancestors probably originated in the C (Pampean) area, with 79.38% marginal

probability. Dispersion events associated with vicariance are evident in this node. In addition,

as indicated in the S-DIVA analysis, linage 1 split from the other three lineages. Node 124 con-

centrates the other lineages present in the provinces of Parana forest (A) and Araucaria forest

Fig 4. Evolutionary diversification in Eucecidoses minutanus resulting from Bayesian analysis based on 2.7 Kb of mitochondrial sequences.

A, Densitree, a consensus posterior density of trees representing the entire posterior distribution of populations (after 8,000 trees of burnin)

from the BEAST analysis. Areas where species trees agree on topology and/or branch lengths are densely colored. Variation in timing of

divergences (in Myr) is shown as fuzziness along the x-axis. All nodes have support values> 0.99. The six clades found in the phylogenetic

reconstruction (see Fig 3) are indicated by the color bar on the right, defined as lineage 1 to 6 (see Fig 3 for details). B, Lineage through time

(LTT) plot (black line) highlighting a late speciation (or early extinction) pattern of diversification. Confidence intervals (95%), estimated using

2000 trees from the pool of converged Bayesian trees in BEAST analysis, are also indicated (blue lines).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201251.g004

Table 3. Genetic divergence among six lineages of Eucecidoses based on 2.7 Kb of mitochondrial sequences. Above diagonal: pairwise phi (ST) values based on haplo-

type frequency only, which indicates low rates of gene flow among all lineages. All comparisons were statistically significant; P�0.05). Below diagonal, pairwise K2P dis-

tance (numbers in brackets indicate diversity within populations). See Fig 3 for detailed description of lineages.

Lineage 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

1. [1.2%] 0.8539 0.7989 0.7766 0.9153 0.8955

2. 4.3% [0.2%] 0.9577 0.8839 0.9850 0.9358

3. 3.4% 4.0% [0.2%] 0.7581 0.9816 0.9259

4. 3.5% 4.0% 1.9% [0.6%] 0.9417 0.9157

5. 8.5% 8.7% 8.2% 8.4% [0.08%] 0.9230

6. 10.7% 10.8% 10.0% 10.1% 9.4% [0.1%]

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201251.t003
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(B). Lineage 2, as well as the ancestral node 124 (with high marginal probability, 94.65%)

remained in the province Araucaria forest zone. Finally, node 123 presents dispersion associ-

ated with vicariance. However, despite a marginal probability of 87.97% for Araucaria forest as

the ancestral area of lineages 3 and 4, the dispersal from B (Araucaria forest) to (A) Parana for-

est is evident, suggesting that once the species reached a new area (through dispersion), the lin-

eages split. The different sets of the analyses did not change the historical distribution patterns

of ancestors, except that BBM analysis and S-DIVA suggest different ancestral ranges at basal

nodes (S2 Fig). The maximal S-DIVA value determining support for ancestral range was

1752.48.

The lineage accumulation plot shows smooth increases in the number of lineages from the

Late Pliocene (Fig 4B). The γ-statistic showed a positive value (γ = 1.941), rejecting the model

of constant diversification rate (p = 0.02), and suggests accelerated diversification rate in the

recent history of Eucecidoses.

Genetic differentiation and demographic changes

High levels of genetic variability were observed in the six lineages found (Table 5).

The number of haplotypes varied from 2 to 17 per lineage, with a total of 47 (Fig 3). Nucleo-

tide diversity was highest in lineages 1 (Pampean) and 5 (Monte). Haplotypes are clearly geo-

graphically structured, except for lineages 4 and 1 that shared Pr6_8 /Pr9_11 and Ch1_3 /Ch4_5

haplotypes among distant populations (Fig 3). AMOVA results showed that almost half of the

variation is allocated among groups (48.07%) when eastern and western groups are defined,

indicating that highly divergent populations were clustered together (Table 6). Differentiation

was comparatively slightly lower among groups (29.46%) when provinces and dominions were

defined a priori but higher among populations within groups (61.4%), suggesting differentia-

tion due to the heterogeneity of physiognomies (Table 6). The lowest portion of variance was

found within populations of each biogeographic subdivision, and a non-significant difference

was observed in both biogeographic groups. The genetic differentiation based on the fixation

index revealed high estimates (Fst = 0.61, p<0.05) for most comparisons, indicating some level

of gene flow among the six lineages (Table 3).The IBD analysis indicated significant correla-

tion between genetic and linear geographic distance (r = 0.50, p<0.001) of the collection sites

(Fig 6).

Table 4. Estimates of the time to the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) for the main nodes recovered in

the phylogenetic reconstruction of Eucecidoses using 2.7 kb of concatenated mitochondrial sequences. Clade letters

are indicated in the Fig 3. populations included in each lineage are presented in brackets (for details see Table 1).

Clade TMRCA (Mya) 95% HPD

A 91.09 62.92-119-47

B 64.98 37.94–89.32

C 38.15 23.7–53.73

D 20.56 12.69–29.32

E 16.97 10.1–24.47

F 10.24 5.67–15.54

Lineage 1 [Ch1_3 + Ch4_5] 3.1 1.37–5.11

Lineage 2 [Pr3_5] 2.48 0.87–4.5

Lineage 3 [Pr1_2] 2.63 0.8–4.54

Lineage 4 [Pr6_8+ Pr9_11] 3.64 1.74–5.61

Lineage 5 [Ch6] 0.91 0.1–1.98

Lineage 6 [Sa1 + Sa2_4] 5.72 2.69–9.08

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201251.t004
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Tajima’s D-test and Fu’s Fs-test yielded non-significant results in most of the lineages. Neu-

trality tests results were significantly negative in four populations (Table 5), which suggests an

excess of low frequency variants. Since positive selection can be neglected, we infer that the sig-

nificantly negative values of the neutrality test could arise from demographic expansion. This

is in agreement with recent range expansion evidence during the Pleistocene as shown by BSP

plots (Fig 7).

Coalescent-based inference of demographic history through BSP indicated congruent

responses among lineages. A history of stability of ancestral population sizes across the evolu-

tionary past was observed, with relatively narrow confidence intervals (Fig 7). Recent growth

around 0.5 Myr for lineage 1 and 6 is supported. BSP indicated variation in effective popula-

tion size among lineages, and differences in their timing of expansion. This implies some level

of differences in population trajectories, particularly with respect to topography and microcli-

mate. However, the broader confidence intervals around most recent evolutionary nodes sug-

gest that these inferences should be made with caution.

Fig 5. Ancestral area reconstruction using BBM analysis for Eucecidoses lineages considering five biogeographic groups. (A) Graphic output of ancestral

distribution at each node of the Bayesian phylogeny of Eucecidoses minutanus. The tips indicate populations sampled (see Table 1 for details), while colored

nodes represent geographic area estimated (indicated by the legend at the bottom of the figure). Circle sizes at nodes refer to frequency of ancestral range

occurrence, with values indicated below the branch. Events of dispersal and vicariance, and extinction are indicated by graphic symbols B, Depiction of the

historical biogeography scenario estimated; large circle and associated arrows refer to likely center of origin and colonization pathways.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201251.g005
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Discussion

Geographic distribution

The 54 additional geographical records provided in this study demonstrated that the distribu-

tion of E. minutanus is concentrated in the mountainous systems of central and northern

Argentina, east of the Andes (Monte province of the South American transition zone and

Chacoan dominion/province), and southern Brazil (Araucaria and Parana forest provinces of

the Parana dominion). Thus, based on records presented herein its distribution range was

extended north in these mountainous regions to the Tucumán and Campos do Jordão areas,

respectively in Argentina (west) and Brazil (east). Additional populations were also found in

the southernmost Pampean province, within the Chacoan dominion, in Rio Grande do Sul

State (Brazil), Uruguay and the Buenos Aires area (Argentina), thus forming a U-shaped

Table 5. Genetic variability of six Eucecidoses lineages based on 2.7 Kb of mitochondrial sequences. See Table 1 for detailed description of populations.

Neutrality test

Lineage [Population(s)] N S H Hd Pi Tajima’s D Fu’s Fs SSD Raggedness index

1 [Ch1_3 + Ch4_5] 13 91 12 0.987±0.03 0.0113±0.0020 -0.018 0.088 0.0447 0.0309

2 [Pr3_5] 11 20 10 0.982±0.04 0.0025±0.0003 -0.115 -3.473� 0.0214 0.0492

3 [Pr1_2] 8 12 7 0.964±0.07 0.0071±0.0016 0.598 -1.826 0.0510 0.0982

4 [Pr6_8+ Pr9_11] 22 66 16 0.970±0.02 0.0082±0.0012 -1.017 -1.501� 0.0211 0.0536 �

5 [Ch6] 3 5 3 1.00±0.272 0.0035±0.0035 - -0.077 0.2312 0.6666

6 [Sa1_4] 17 251 16 0.993±0.02 0.0005±0.0073 -1.935� -1.120� 0.0220 0.0325

N, number of specimens

S, variable sites

H, number of haplotypes

Hd, haplotype diversity (±standard error)

Pi, nucleotide diversity (±standard error)

Neutrality tests using Tajima’s D and Fu’s Fs. SSD and the raggedness index were used for statistical support

�P indicates significance < 0.05

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201251.t005

Table 6. Analysis of Molecular Variance (AMOVA) using ɸ-statistics based on concatenated mitochondrial sequences (2.7 Kb) for lineages of Eucecidoses (defined

on Bayesian phylogeny, see Fig 3) considering distinct geographical scenarios.

Variance�

# Level # Groups Definition Va Vb Vc

i) Major geographic

distance

2 Western [L5+L6] vs. Eastern [L1+L2+L3+L4] 48.07%

ɸST = 0.48

(p = 0.072)

44.51%

ɸCS = 0.85

(p = 0.000)

7.43%

ɸCT = 0.92

(p = 0.000)

ii) Biogeographic

dominions

3 Chacoan [L1+L5], Parana [L2+L3+L4], South America Transition Zone [L6] 29.46%

ɸST = 0.29

(p = 0.116)

61.42%

ɸCS = 0.87

(p = 0.000)

9.12%

ɸCT = 0.90

(p = 0.000)

iii) Biogeographic provinces 5 Pampean (L1); Araucaria Forest (L2+L4); Parana Forest (L3); Chacoan (L5); Monte

(L6 [Sa1_4])

34.03%

ɸST = 0.34

(p = 0.235)

56.32%

ɸCS = 0.85

(p = 0.000)

9.64%

ɸCT = 0.90

(p = 0.000)

� Source of variation

ɸST, Among groups (major lineages or regions)

ɸSC, Among populations within groups

ɸCT, Within populations (both regional and individual-population levels).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201251.t006
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distribution pattern, inferred provisionally in connection with those located in the Mendoza

area. Efforts to localize extant populations of E. minutanus south of these regions in Argentina

were unsuccessful. We predict that herbarium records from Chubut (Argentina) represent rel-

ict populations of E. minutanus, which should be further explored. Despite the existence of sev-

eral populations of S. polygamus in the central areas located further north, we found no

records for E. minutanus within the remaining Pampean and Chacoan provinces. Interest-

ingly, species from other cecidosid genera such as Cecidoses Curtis and Dicranoses Kieffer &

Jörgensen are known to occur within this area, for example in the Espinhal [59]. Cecidoses is

the closest related genus to Eucecidoses [17], and uses the same host plant in this area. The

absence of E. minutanus was also noted from the Patagonia area, where at least one species of

Cecidoses is found [60]. Furthermore, Eucecidoses seems to have never occurred west of the

Andes. Schinus polygamus is relatively abundant in the central regions of Chile, where in recent

years we have intensively searched for cecidosids. Gall-inducing micromoths are represented

there by undescribed species belonging to different genera, all associated with S. polygamus.
However, they are not closely related to Eucecidoses, and will be treated elsewhere (for further

discussion, see Moreira et al., [17]). Thus, we provided strong evidence that extant distribution

pattern of E. minutanus cannot be explained by variation in distribution of the host plant, but

it is instead related to historical geographic events.

In association with the phylogenetic results, our study gives also strong support for the exis-

tence of a common diversification history for the two main extant E. minutanus lineages that

are isolated in distribution in the western and eastern mountain systems. This pattern has

already been found for other arthropods, including scorpions [21], freshwater crabs [13] and

spiders [11]. However, as already mentioned, these studies were not conducted within species,

but in higher taxonomic categories (genus and/or family), and were not based on estimates of

divergence times between lineages. Here, using a phylogeographic approach jointly with a

Bayesian divergence time estimation we estimated that two Eucecidoses moth lineages started

to diverge in these mountainous systems, ca. 38 Mya. Thus, divergence might have occurred

concurrently in time with fragmentation of the corresponding peripampasic orogenic arc, due

supposedly to Tertiary tectonics associated with the uplift of the Andes. This event not only

might have led to the divergence of these two clades, separating them geographically, but also

maintained the western one (central and northern Argentina) restricted to east of the Andes.

Fig 6. Isolation by distance plots of pairwise values for log geographic distance and genetic distance across

collected sites of Eucecidoses. Genetic distance is given by φ-statistics (φST). Geographic distance (linear) is given in

km. Statistical significance was assessed using the Mantel test (r = 0.57, p<0.001).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201251.g006
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Cryptic diversity and taxonomic implication

The molecular phylogeny of Eucecidoses presented here revealed a strong genetic structure,

which showed a deep evolutionary history for mtDNA haplotypes. We found six well-sup-

ported lineages, that is, five new phylogenetic units in addition to the single one E. minutanus
currently recognized. The criteria used here to distinguish lineages (i.e., phylogenetic units), in

Fig 7. Bayesian Skyline Plots illustrating the demographic history pattern of six lineages of Eucecidoses along evolutionary time. The x-axes represent time in

millions of years and the y-axes correspond to the product of effective population size and generation time in millions of years. The upper and lower purple shadows

represent the 95% HPD and black line indicates mean population size.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0201251.g007
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addition to reciprocal monophyly, was the threshold of genetic distance >2% that has been

used to separate species in other micromoths, for example 1.39–2.37% in gracillariids [61]. We

also considered as a cut off the inter-lineage distance (2 to 10%) being two times higher than

intraspecific divergence (0.08%-1.2%) observed in our data. Whether all the six phylogenetic

units found in this study should be described as distinct species remains as an open question

that requires availability of morphological data to be addressed. Preliminary observation

showed that adults of the two major clades (east vs. west groups) present stable differences in

wing venation, pupal and larval integumentary morphologies. Additionally, within these

clades males of each lineage may differ in their genitalia. This is the case for specimens of line-

age 2 (Curitiba, Brazil) compared to those reared from the others (lineage 3 and 4) located in

the east (Parana dominion), which might represent geographic structure of the same taxon. A

separate publication with at least two of such lineages described as a different species, in con-

junction with a taxonomic revision of E. minutanus will be further proposed.

The genetic differentiation found might be attributed either to isolation by distance or to

marked heterogeneity of physiognomies and ecological characteristics of each region. These

pathways are not necessarily mutually exclusive, and should be explored further. Despite varia-

tion in flight ability, for most lepidopteran species this is the main form of dispersal [62]. How-

ever, Eucecidoses is expected to present a very low dispersion capacity; like other cecidosids

they may restrict their movement solely around their host plants, searching for mates and ovi-

position sites [63, 15]. Adults of all cecidosids have atrophied mouth appendages, and thus

supposedly do not feed and live for a short time. Those of Dicranoses capsulifex Kieffer and Jör-

gensen reproduce and die in the same day of emergence [64]. These low dispersion capabilities

in addition to the genetic distance observed among across provinces reinforce that populations

of Eucecidoses can be considered different lineages, as restricted gene flow was observed, and

thus fixed differences at the genotypic level.

Time of diversification and historical biogeography

Slow nucleotide substitution rates have been found in other basal Lepidopterans [45]. The

divergence rate found in Eucecidoses was ca. 1% per My, lower than the ‘standard’ 2.3% esti-

mated for mtDNA in insects [65]. This likely results from old calibration point used here

and by not assuming a linear relationship of sequence divergence over this period, consider-

ing the higher rate of diversification in recently split lineages. The rate of substitution (non-

synonymous) is generally considered a decreasing function of effective population size [66].

Accordingly, values of genetic diversity and demographic changes in Eucecidoses suggest

important differences in population dynamics between biogeographic regions. Populations

from the central part of the distribution are more variable and have had larger population

size changes, although the credible intervals are broad since only mtDNA sequences were

used in this analysis [67]. The population expansion that affected groups from the central

part of the distribution is roughly coincident with the origin of several subclades within the

forest lineage. Given that there is no haplotype sharing and that all subclades are restricted

to a single geographic population, it may be inferred that several suitable areas were colo-

nized (or re-colonized) during this expansion, with genetic drift and population isolation

later restricting each population.

Divergences leading to extant Cecidosidae genera occurred primarily in the Cretaceous;

however, diversification within each genus has mainly occurred in the Cenozoic [17]. Accord-

ingly, molecular analyses suggest that Eucecidoses originated during the early Paleogene, more

than 60 Mya, and since its origin has experienced a long period (± 25 Mya) without speciation.

This pattern might result from widespread extinctions caused by the Cretaceous–Paleogene
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event; therefore, an equal number of lineages could have become extinct. All extant lineages of

Eucecidoses appear to have begun diversifying around 5 Mya.

Although the credibility intervals associated with diversification plot are broad, date esti-

mated still fits within the general trend of major geological changes and climatic shifts.

Because there were no evident topographic barriers in the southern portion of the conti-

nent, the advance of an Atlantic transgression, the Salamanca Sea, covered a great part of the

continent during this period; this event might have had played a role on the early timing of

diversification of the group [68].

Eucecidoses first diverged into two main lineages ca. 38 Mya, during the middle Eocene.

One of these lineages includes the current populations from the South America Transition

Zone (Lineage 6) and the Chacoan dominion (Lineage 5), which are highly divergent. Their

split coincides with the ‘Inca phase’ of the Andean uplift and is correlated with an intense

marine regression [68]. The other major lineage that subsequently diverged into other popula-

tions from the Parana forest and Chacoan provinces began this process during the Miocene,

ca.20 Mya, coinciding with three more marine transgressions known as the Paranaean Sea,

which separated a few land areas and gave rise to flooded regions that later came to the surface

as plains. These newly formed ecosystems, combined with the tectonic “Quechua phase” of the

Andes, created a rain shadow effect that led to the first stages of differentiation of the current

biogeography of South America. Furthermore, during this same period of time and climatic

conditions xeric environments became established in the south, and many plant families

became more abundant, including the Anacardiaceae [68]. Although not the focus of the pres-

ent study, altitude may play an important role in the distribution of E. minutanus, since S. poly-
gamus populations are located at higher elevations. Plants located on hilltops are mainly used

as hosts in the Pampean province (Southernmost Brazil, Uruguay and Buenos Aires region).

During the Quaternary, climate changes in the Neotropics contributed significantly to the

diversification of fauna and flora [69]. Climatic oscillations and the glaciations may have caused

the fragmentation of many habitats, creating temporary and isolated areas that resulted in refuges

for many groups of species [70–72]. By detecting a possible origin of the Eucecidoses stock lineage

in the south range in the Argentinian Monte we also inferred the existence of further recent

northern diversification within both derived clades. This diversification is possibly associated with

vicariant and dispersion events related either to forest refuge [73] or the emerged continental shelf

during the Last Glacial Maximum (around 21 kyr), which allowed forests and forest-adapted spe-

cies to expand [74]. We considered the scenario of recurrent dispersal from the same source pop-

ulation in the case of lineages 2, 3 and 4, which likely originated from the Pampean province and

lately occupied eastern forests. This hypothesis is reinforced by the result of reciprocally mono-

phyletic populations. The current distribution of lineage 2, which follows the same biogeographic

province as some other populations of the Parana dominion, is clearly genetically isolated.

In vicariance, interacting lineages usually present the same distribution range, and conse-

quently experience similar geological events that could lead to allopatric speciation, hence

showing a concordant biogeographic pattern. The Cenozoic Andean uplift had a major impact

on the evolution of South American landscapes, and was a fundamental event in generating

the high biodiversity of the continent, providing ecological and vicariant events of speciation

[75, 76]. Quaternary climatic fluctuations may also be indicative of vicariance that took place

during the Eucecidoses speciation, as demonstrated for several other species [77–81].

Host plant as driver of diversification

Geographically structured populations combined with genetic drift may be also going through

a process of co-evolution (e.g., related to its host-plant), ultimately leading to isolation and
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speciation [77]. Eucecidoses date to the Early Cretaceous and Schinus the middle Miocene [82],

which reveal a discrepancy in timing for co-diversification. Thus, we suggest that Eucecidoses
may have originated first in distinct Anacardiaceae host and secondarily used Schinus. The sig-

nificant increase in diversification rate of Eucecidoses around 5 Mya, is concordant with the

rise of Schinus. Thus, the late diversification of Eucecidoses did not imply that they colonized

already diversified Schinus host. Current knowledge of the Eucecidoses-Schinus interaction,

based on insect-host ranges and their intimate relationship, suggest that ecological speciation

may also have been driving species shifts in this case.

As already mentioned, specimens of Schinus used as hosts by E. minutanus have been identi-

fied in many herbaria as Schinus polygamus (Cav.) Cabrera (sensu Cabrera [28]; Fleig [29, 30]).

The identity of these plants is however controversial, and the genus need to be reviewed (for a

discussion, see [29–31, 83]). We have strong evidence from an ongoing study (Luz C.L.S., USP,

unpublished data) that this taxon may be divided into several species in the near future. Conse-

quently, Schinus specimens from Mendoza, Buenos Aires, Tucumán and Curitiba used in this

study may in fact correspond respectively to S. fasciculatus (Griseb.) I.M. Johnst., S. longifolius
(Lindl.) Speg., S. gracilipes I.M. Johnst. and S. engleri Barkley. In a follow-up study we will be

looking for correspondence between times of divergence between hosts (Schinus) and gall

inducers (Eucecidoses), as well as regarding their cladogenesis in a co-speciation scenario, taking

advantage of a more accurate age recently proposed for Anacardiaceae, particularly Schinus
[82]. Finally, to make robust inferences on host specialization more than co-phylogeny analysis

might be required. An experiment involving phenotypic plasticity and relative fitness of Euceci-
doses populations on local vs. non-local Schinus populations using transplants would be also

important to clarify further the role of host plants in relation to evolution of the micromoths.

In summary, we clearly demonstrated in this study that variation in geographic distribution

of this cecidosid moth in South America cannot be explained only by that of its host plant,

which is much broader. The distribution pattern of E. minutanus coincides with the Peripam-

pasic orogenic arc, with most populations occurring in the mountainous areas located east of

the Andes (Argentinean Monte biogeographic province and Chacoan dominian/province)

and on the Atlantic coast (Brazilian Parana and Araucaria forest provinces). Phylogeny and

dating of clades based on molecular data performed with populations covering these areas cor-

roborated this scenario from a historical perspective. Two E. minutanus clades began to split

early (ca. 38 Mya) in association with these mountainous areas, and a few lineages differenti-

ated further within each of these clades later in time (ca. 20 Mya). Thus, we associated the ini-

tial cladogenesis (first major clade) of E. minutanus with the Tertiary tectonics occurring in

the area, starting with the uplift of the Andes. The second major clade, which includes lineage

1 (type locality) and lineages 2, 3 and 4, likely originated from recurrent dispersal of a meta-

population from the central area north to the Pampean and further to coastal forests. The

demographic dynamics of the six lineages across biogeographic regions was markedly different

and the isolation by distance found among lineages reveals instability during glacial and inter-

glacial periods. In this case study we clarified the evolutionary pathway from a phylogenetic

perspective that this gall-inducing moth may have gone through in association with orogenic

events that molded the mountainous regions located in the west and east South American

coasts. Thus, our findings can be used to explain not only the evolutionary history of E. minu-
tanus, but generally for regional Neotropical fauna.
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Sul, Brasil (ICN 043172), bearing open galls of Cecidoses eremita (indicated by open arrow)

and Eucecidoses minutanus (closed arrows), shown in detail with their detached opercula in B

and C, respectively. Scale bars = 3 and 2 mm, respectively.

(TIF)

S2 Fig. Comparative assessment of BBM and S-DIVA analyses for ancestral area recon-
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